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Abstract:
With high-capacity Persistent Memory (PMem) entering the long-established data center memory
hierarchy, various assumptions about the performance and granularity of memory access have been
disrupted. To adapt existing applications and design new systems, research focused on how to efficiently
move data between different types of memory, how to handle varying access latency, and how to trade
off price for performance. Even though Optane is now discontinued, we expect that the insights gained
from previous PMem research apply to future work on Compute Express Link (CXL) attached memory.
In this paper, we discuss how limited hardware availability impacts the performance generalization of
new designs, how existing CPU components are not adapted towards different access characteristics,
and how multi-tier memory setups offer different price-performance trade-offs. To support future
CXL research in each of these areas, we discuss how our insights apply to CXL and which problems
researchers may encounter along the way.

1 Introduction
With the arrival of Intel Optane Persistent Memory (PMem) in 2019, research on new data
management techniques for byte-addressable persistent memory increased significantly.
Among other questions, this research investigates how to handle varying memory access
latency, how to place data based on available capacity, and how to design for memory
access sizes larger than a single cache line but smaller than a page [BMR21; Lu20; Re18].
However, in 2022, Intel announced that their Optane product line will be discontinued in
favor of recent trends toward Compute Express Link (CXL) [GZ22]. We expect that while
Optane was abandoned, research based on it still provides valuable insights.

In light of Intel citing CXL as one of the reasons for ending Optane, in this paper, we raise
the question: “What can we learn from PMem research for future CXL research?” Based on
benchmarks that we conducted in previous work on PerMA-Bench [BPR22], a configurable
benchmark framework for PMem access, we look at three insights from PMem that also
apply to future research on CXL.

First, we discuss how limited hardware access can lead to solutions that are too specialized
for one hardware configuration or not specialized enough. We then discuss how existing CPU
components interact with new memory types, based on the prefetching behavior with PMem.
Finally, we show that different memory types offer different price-performance trade-offs
depending on the use case. Even though CXL-attached memory is not yet generally available,
these insights highlight some challenges that future research faces when integrating new
memory types into a long-established memory hierarchy.
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Fig. 1: Performance of PerMA and actual index
implementation of Dash and FAST+FAIR.
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Fig. 2: Impact of prefetcher on PMem random
read bandwidth.

2 Transferring Insights from PMem to CXL-Attached Memory
In this section, we discuss how insights derived from PMem transfer to future CXL research.

Persistent Memory.2 PMem can be used as a volatile DRAM extension (Memory Mode) or
explicitly as PMem beside DRAM (App Direct Mode). When using PMem in App Direct
Mode, PMem and DRAM share the application’s unified virtual address space, i.e., data
stored in both types of memory can be prefetched by the CPU. Data in PMem is accessed
via load/store instructions issued in the CPU. Through a modified DDR-4 interface (called
DDR-T), the CPU communicates with PMem DIMMs in 64 Byte cache lines. However,
Optane’s internal media access occurs at 256 Byte, causing read and write amplification for
access smaller than 256 Byte. PMem’s access latency for random reads and writes from
and to PMem is ~2-5× higher than DRAM’s and read/write bandwidth is ~2.5/5× lower.
Thus, even though DRAM and PMem share the same interface, applications designed for
PMem have to account for its worse performance. As future CXL-attached memory will
have higher latency and, for CXL versions 1.1 and 2.0, lower bandwidth than CPU-attached
memory (bound by PCIe 5.0 compared to memory channels), CXL designs face similar
issues as PMem designs.

Benchmark Setup. We evaluate two servers with 256 GB PMem DIMMs of the first and
second-generation Optane. The first generation server contains a Cascade Lake CPU with
18 cores and six PMem DIMMs at 2933 MT/s. The second generation server contains an Ice
Lake CPU with 32 cores and eight PMem DIMMs at 3200 MT/s. Both systems run Ubuntu
20.04 with a 5.4 kernel.

Application Tailoring. To understand how well applications utilize the hardware, we
compare the lookup() performance of PMem index structures modeled in PerMA-Bench
with the actual index implementations. The results obtained with PerMA-Bench show
a performance upper-bound, as they include only memory access without computation
or branching logic. The results for the hash index Dash [Lu20] and the B-Tree index
FAST+FAIR [Hw18] are shown in Figure 1. The memory access for Dash is modeled as a
512 Byte random read, as Dash reads two consecutive 256 Byte hash buckets to find an
entry. For FAST+FAIR, we issue 3× random 512 Byte reads that represent B-Tree node
lookups. The experiments are run with 16 threads. We observe that while the underlying
bandwidth improves across generations, the indexes do not (fully) utilize this. Unlike on

2 For a more in-depth introduction to PMem, we refer to [BPR22].
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the first generation server, Dash spends ~20% of all cycles on non-memory access on the
second generation server, which contains more PMem DIMMs, a newer CPU, and better
DRAM. Due to the high price of Optane, researchers often do not have access to different
setups, which leads to tailoring the application towards only a single setup and, in turn,
does not always generalize. On the other hand, we see FAST+FAIR as an index designed for
general PMem before Optane became available. The improved memory bandwidth does not
translate to the index, as FAST+FAIR spends a lot of time on heavy-weight locking and
inefficient PMem access on patterns. As FAST+FAIR was designed pre-Optane, we see that
the system is not tailored enough to the underlying hardware, and performance is lost.

Insight 1: Due to limited hardware availability, systems are tailored too much toward a single
setup or not tailored enough toward the actual hardware. Through the CXL abstraction,
future systems will cover a wider range of memory performance characteristics. Thus, it is
important to design and research robust systems that generalize across different hardware
and multiple memory tiers.

Prefetching. As a new layer in the long-established memory hierarchy, it is important to
understand how well PMem interacts with existing CPU components, which are optimized
for caches and DRAM. In Figure 2, we show the impact of the hardware prefetchers for
random memory reads on the second-generation Optane server. We en-/disable all hardware
prefetchers and run on 16 threads. We see that for small access sizes (< 256 Byte), the
prefetcher does not impact performance, i.e., the prefetcher does not prefetch. However,
for 512 and 1024 Byte access, the prefetcher speculatively loads unnecessary data not
accessed by the user in the background, reducing the available bandwidth for requested
reads. We observe this in hardware performance counters, where the underlying bandwidth
utilization is identical in both runs, but the effective bandwidth in the application is not.
Thus, disabling the prefetcher actually improves performance in this case. This effect is also
observable for 2048 Byte access but not for 4096 Byte or more [Da21], as page-size access
is a well-understood and optimized pattern in DRAM. As Optane’s internal access occurs
at 256 Byte granularity, most applications design access in multiples of 256 Byte. As a
consequence, a 512 Byte random access to Optane, e.g., a node lookup in FAST+FAIR,
spans only two Optane “cache lines”, which should not trigger prefetching. However, the
prefetcher views these 512 Byte as regular DRAM access, spanning eight consecutive cache
lines, and starts prefetching for sequential access.

Insight 2: Prefetchers are highly optimized toward 64 Byte DRAM cache line access, and
CXL specifies 64 Byte transfers in the transaction layer [Co22, p. 167]. However, CXL
abstracts from the underlying device, i.e., it could support Optane PMem or other memory
devices, and memory behind CXL may not be accessible in 64 Byte granularity. As all
CPU- and CXL-attached memory is available in the same unified virtual address space,
prefetchers operate on both types of memory. Future research should investigate how existing
components, like the prefetcher, interact with memory that is not attached directly to the
CPU and has different access characteristics. However, unlike Insight 1, this cannot be
solved by applications alone and most likely requires hardware changes as well.
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e/GB capacity seq. read rnd. read seq. write rnd. write
PMem 12.77 0.22 0.33 0.60 2.12
DRAM 59.37 0.38 0.46 0.70 0.91

Tab. 1: Price-performance of PMem and DRAM. Read/write values in e/GB/s. Calculation based on
listing prices from dell.de in February 2022.

Price-Performance. In Table 1, we show the price-performance for basic sequential/random
read/write access in PMem and DRAM on the same second-generation Optane server
while disregarding persistence. The data access-related prices per GB of throughput are
normalized to the device’s price per GB to avoid including the higher price for larger
capacity. We see that the price per GB capacity is significantly lower for the PMem DIMMs
than for the high-end DRAM DIMMs. As PMem is not available in cloud vendors, we
base our calculations on the list price on dell.de [De22] in February 2022. Focusing on
the relative scale between the listed prices rather than on the exact monetary values, for
sequential access and random reads, we observe that PMem has a better price-performance
ratio, as the bandwidth is often only 2–3× worse while the price per GB capacity is about 5×
better. DRAM outperforms PMem only for 64 Byte random writes, where PMem bandwidth
is very low because of high write amplification.

Insight 3: For applications that do not require peak performance or persistence, PMem can
be used as a cheaper DRAM alternative with significantly higher capacity. As increasing
memory capacity is a selling point of CXL, future research should investigate the price-
performance trade-off in multi-tier memory setups for slower and potentially cheaper
CXL-attached memory.

3 Conclusion
With PMem, various assumptions about the homogeneity of DRAM access have been
disrupted, leading to new challenges and designs. In this paper, we discussed how insights
from these designs also apply to future CXL research. New CXL-based approaches need to
focus on performance generalizability under initially limited hardware availability. They
should consider how interaction with long-established components, such as prefetchers,
impacts performance. And finally, in multi-tier memory setups, new designs should consider
their economic viability as a key trade-off. While PMem is discontinued for now, we hope
that future CXL work builds on these insights to establish a more general understanding of
how systems interact with multi-tier memory.
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